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A jungle has many trees and plants.
A jungle has many beautiful plants and animals.
Plants and animals live in different places of the jungle.

Some plants and animals live up high, some live in the middle, and some live on the ground.
There are 3 layers of the jungle:

- **Canopy** is up high
- **Understory** is in the middle
- **Forest Floor** is on the floor
The CANOPY
Tall trees live in the **CANOPY**.

The leaves make an umbrella. The leaves catch the rain.

The **CANOPY** has lots of sun.
Air Plants grow on the branches of trees.
Air, Plants grow on the branches of trees.

Animals live in the CANOPY. The CANOPY has much food.

Monkeys live in the CANOPY.
Monkeys use their long arms and tails to swing from one tree to another tree.
Sloths live in the canopy. Sloths are slow. Sloths hang from their tails.
Sloths sleep 19 hours every day.
The UNDERSTORY
The UNDERSTORY is a little dark. Vines grow in the UNDERSTORY.

Vines are long, green plants that grow up and around tree trunks.
Snakes, bats and owls live in the UNDERSTORY.

One large snake is called a BOA CONstrictor.
A BOA CONstrictor hangs from branches and eats bats and birds.
The
FOREST
FLOOR
The **FOREST FLOOR** is the bottom layer of the jungle.

The **FOREST FLOOR** is dark and wet.

Plants that do not need sun grow in the **FOREST FLOOR**.
An insect that is like a stick is called a *WALKINGSTICK*.

The *WALKINGSTICK* is not easy to see. The *WALKINGSTICK* eats leaves.
Bengal tigers live in the jungle. Tigers hunt at night. Tigers can swim and climb.
Small tigers live with their mothers.

Big tigers move away from their mothers.
Hippopotamuses live in the jungle.

Hippopotamuses are cool in the shade.

Hippopotamuses eat plants at night.
Pygmy hippopotamuses have a small head and a large body. They look strange.
A jungle is home to many strange and beautiful plants and animals.
Tree, frogs, toucans, hummingbirds and parrots live in the jungle.